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ABSTRACT

Big data is considered to be the key to unlocking the next great waves of growth in productivity. The amount of collected data in our world has been exploding due to a number of new applications and technologies that permeate our daily lives, including mobile and social networking applications, and Internet of Thing-based smart-world systems (smart grid, smart transportation, smart cities, and so on). With the exponential growth of data, how to efficiently utilize the data becomes a critical issue. This calls for the development of a big data market that enables efficient data trading. Via pushing data as a kind of commodity into a digital market, the data owners and consumers are able to connect with each other, sharing and further increasing the utility of data. Nonetheless, to enable such an effective market for data trading, several challenges need to be addressed, such as determining proper pricing for the data to be sold or purchased, designing a trading platform and schemes to enable the maximization of social welfare of trading participants with efficiency and privacy preservation, and protecting the traded data from being resold to maintain the value of the data. In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive survey on the lifecycle of data and data trading.

To be specific, we first study a variety of data pricing models, categorize them into different groups, and conduct a comprehensive comparison of the pros and cons of these models. Then, we focus on the design of data trading platforms and schemes, supporting efficient, secure, and privacy-preserving data trading. Finally, we review digital copyright protection mechanisms, including digital copyright identifier, digital rights management, digital encryption, watermarking, and others, and outline challenges in data protection in the data trading lifecycle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With a number of new technologies integrated into our daily lives, such as mobile and social networking applications, and Internet of Thing (IoT)-based smart-world systems (smart grid, smart transportation, smart city, and others), massive amounts of data will be collected [1]–[7]. The different kinds of sensors and smart devices generate large datasets continuously from all aspects and domains. Thus, unprecedented, comprehensive, and complex data, namely big data, becomes more valuable. Furthermore, with the advancement of data analytics provided by machine learning and data mining techniques, and the computing capabilities supported by cloud and edge computing infrastructures, the potential values of the generated big data become more impressive [8]–[14]. Thus, big data is the impetus of the next waves of productivity growth. Nonetheless, there are a number of significant challenges, including data collection, storage, analysis, sharing, updating, and others. To maximize the utility of the data collected, one viable solution is to design an effective big data trading market that allows data owners and consumers (i.e., buyers) to carry out data trading effectively and securely.

In the past few decades, businesses have moved from pricing Internet service at a fixed hourly rate, to data plan-based flat-rate pricing models. Indeed, in 1996, the largest U.S. Internet Service Provider, AOL, switched to a monthly data plan [15]. This was the first time that a business endowed
the data itself with a commercial value. Since the emergence of big data, datasets have become a type of “new money” of the digital world [16]. Thus, big data trading has become a growing and promising area in research and industry communities. Unlike traditional commodities, data is a virtual item, the basic characteristics of which are variability, variety, volume, velocity, and complexity. To realize the real value and utility of big data, traditional pricing models and strategies must be reevaluated and further improved.

With growing attention on the economic value of big data in improving the efficiency and decision making of utilities, customer experience, and others, several third-party big data trading markets have been designed [17], [18]. For instance, Global Big Data Exchange (GBDEX) owns 150 PB of authorized tradable data collected from thousands of companies and organizations. Nonetheless, due to the shortage of feasible protocols, existing big data trading markets are still in the initial stages. To enable an effective market for data trading, several challenges need to be addressed. The first issue is related to how to determine the proper price for the data to be traded, a problem which must consider the market structure in the design of corresponding data pricing models. Via proper price, the economic benefits of both data owners and consumers can be ensured. The second issue is related to the data trading platform and schemes. In this regard, feasible trading platforms and schemes must be designed to ensure profit, fairness, truthfulness and privacy of the participants in the market. For example, a trusted third-party platform needs to be created to ensure that the data stored in different locations can be circulated to provide reliable service to heterogeneous users. In addition, to prevent privacy leakage or other attacks, the data trading process demands high level security and privacy. The third issue is related to data copyright protection, as digital products can be easily counterfeited or duplicated. Specifically, if the purchased data is resold by buyers, the value of data from the original data owners as sellers will be significantly affected, leading to the unwillingness of data owners to participate in the market. Thus, data copyright protection schemes must be designed to ensure the owners’ legal rights.

To address the aforementioned issues, in this paper we conduct a comprehensive survey of big data trading to assist newcomers and provide a general understanding of this complex discipline and emergent research area. Our contributions are listed as follows:

- We review existing research related to big data, and identify the big data lifecycle for data trading, including data collection, data analytics, data pricing, data trading, and data protection. It is worth noting that, because a significant volume of research has been devoted to data collection and data analytics, our survey focuses on data pricing, data trading, and data protection, which have not been well explored.

- We review existing research related to big data pricing. We first illustrate the principles of data pricing and explain the reasons why this process is important. We then categorize the popular market structures, data pricing strategies, and data pricing models, and list the advantages and limitations of each category.

- We investigate the data trading process, and summarize data trading issues and the solutions for handling those issues. We further systematically investigate the auction, as one popular trading strategy, and detail different auction schemes, related platforms, and issues with respect to efficiency, security, and privacy protection.

- We study the final piece of the big data lifecycle: data protection. We summarize the existing copyright protection schemes and illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of those methods, as well as outline the challenges of copyright protection for big data.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we briefly discuss the principles and basic concepts of big data, as well as list the challenges and potential value of big data. In Section III, we identify the big data lifecycle and outline challenges related to data pricing, data trading, and data protection. In Section IV, we review the existing data pricing models, categorize these pricing models, and discuss their advantages and disadvantages. In Section V, we focus on data trading, reviewing data trading platforms and schemes, and discussing related issues. In Section VI, we discuss copyright protection schemes and outline challenges for data copyright protection. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. BASIC CONCEPT OF BIG DATA

In this section, we introduce the basic concept of big data, including the definition, challenges, and applications.

A. DEFINITION OF BIG DATA

The total amount of data in the world is exploding with an estimated 2.5 quintillion bytes of data generated every day. Indeed, almost 90% of the data in the world was created in the last two years alone [19]. The data sources are diverse, especially as IoT is ever more involved in our daily lives, supporting numerous smart-world systems [1], [3], [20]–[22]. Such diverse data sources result in the expansive volume of data, likewise creating massive potential commercial value. We refer to those kinds of data as big data.

While there is no consensus definition of big data, as shown in Figure 1, the three V’s is the most-used definition of big data: (i) Volume: Huge data size is the first characteristic of big data. The size of the dataset can range from terabyte to zettabytes, or greater. For instance, Facebook stored roughly 100 petabytes of media (photos and videos) as of 2012, which was uploaded by 845 million users [23]. (ii) Velocity: Velocity is the characteristic of how rapidly the data stream is changing and being generated. Multiple data sources constantly generate data such that big data has an unbelievably high refresh rate. It also has only a short time frame to process the data. Even though the total amount of data is roughly 100 petabytes in Facebook, there are still 1.13 billion daily active users uploading 900 million photos each day [24]. (iii) Variety: The
Compared with traditional data sources, big data has both important and challenging aspects of big data research. Volumes and the value of data, and how they affect each other, are relevant to data trading, the relationship between the three V's and the value of data, and how they affect each other, are important and challenging aspects of big data research.

B. BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF BIG DATA

Compared with traditional data sources, big data has both advantages and disadvantages. In [26], the following differences are categorized:

- **Comprehensiveness**: Big data not only captures major activities, but also captures the related data with details for future analysis. For instance, as smartphones grew in popularity, so too did the use of social networking to connect people and distribute pictures and video. Traditional data source may capture only the contact list, whereas big data can involve a lot of sensors and data in the smartphones, recording as much information as possible (location, facial information, voice information, etc.). Such additional information could provide comprehensive details to describe the person and help big data applications to carry out the future analysis and provide tailored services.

- **Constancy**: Big data captures information constantly. As an example, most people experience annual or biannual physical health checkups. The hospital or doctor records the basic health index for each patient, including blood pressure, body temperature, height, weight, and more. Nowadays, new systems like the Apple Watch and Sports Bracelets with sensors are able to record these metrics continuously, anytime and anywhere. Such technology has the potential to obtain highly frequent data of large populations for in-depth big data analysis.

- **Multiplicity**: In big data, there are more and more semi-structured and unstructured data, as opposed to structured data [27]. Most traditional datasets are arranged as structured datasets, because the designers already know the type and the structure of the traditional data source, and the data is destined for traditional databases. For instance, a receipt from a market, a salary payroll, and an inventory list are typical business applications with traditional structured types of data, and are easy to use and manage. In contrast, unstructured data sources are difficult to control or manage. Video streams, audio files, and text data are the examples of this category, which have largely varying size, encoding, and context. Analyzing and managing the unstructured data is difficult as the data bits are not predefined.

C. BIG DATA APPLICATIONS

To make big data useful, big data analysis software tools can extract useful information. From a big data user’s perspective, big data applications can be used to analyze and mine value from big data source.

1) THE PURPOSE OF BIG DATA APPLICATIONS

In last several decades, every level of economic entity in the world has turned toward using data intensive technologies. This widespread adoption depends to some degree on economic development and education level, which promotes data growth. Thus, Oracle, IBM, Microsoft, Dell, and many other companies have invested heavily in applications development for big data management and analytics. In addition, the big data application industry is growing at around 10% every year, almost twice as fast as the traditional software field [28]. Thus, big data management and analytics applications are the keys to data value creation.

Many specific fields, such as government, manufacturing, health-care, education, Internet, social media, and IoT-driven smart-world systems all need big data applications to mine the value of their own collected datasets to better support applications. For instance, most of the data-intensive business-based companies like Facebook, Google, and Tencent extract value from their own datasets generated by their user platforms. The main purpose of this process is to sell those valuable datasets to potential advertisers, other third parties, or presenting them to investors to generate further investment. Thus, it is important that an efficient big data management and analytics application for mining commercial value from the collected data must be in place. The big data application becomes an important reference for data pricing as well.

---

**FIGURE 1. Three V of big data.**

Data can have a wide array of different and complementary formats, such as log data from various devices and applications, database files, and XML files, among others. In addition, the data can have unstructured data types (images, video and audio streams, etc.). Thus, big data is massive, continuous, and comprehensive, and has a high potential commercial value thanks to advances in data analytic techniques, such as machine learning and data mining [9], [14].

Notice that the terms data mining and Business Intelligence (BI) [25] are often used interchangeably to describe the processing of big data. Obviously, those concepts are related to data analysis. Thus, the goal of big data is not only to collect data, but also to conduct data analysis to extract business value. As an extension of the traditional definition of big data, another V has been considered, namely Value. Particularly relevant to data trading, the relationship between the three V's and the value of data, and how they affect each other, are important and challenging aspects of big data research.
2) THE CHALLENGES OF BIG DATA APPLICATIONS

One of the challenges for big data applications is that there is no direct and simple way to quantify the value of the datasets. As we discussed before, by increasing a big data application’s performance, this should also increase commercial value for the resulting datasets [29]. Following this rule, to pursue the maximum value of the datasets, one efficient way is to increase the application’s performance in the process of generating value from the datasets. To increase such a performance, one obviously needs to increase computation capability and running efficiency, and reduce computation resource requirements and data storage costs. Nonetheless, the issue remains how to quantify the improvement, and it must be noted that there is no guarantee that the commercial value of the datasets will increase by carrying out these simple improvements. Thus, it is necessary to design a comprehensive performance evaluation model. By modeling the application’s performance, technicians and managers are able to make informed decisions, and the experimental results can serve as a reference to design future improvements for value generation.

Extending the discussion above, the next challenge for big data applications is the design and development of an appropriate model for the evaluation of the value generation process. There are many interrelated and complex scenarios and parameters used to measure the performance of big data applications in such a process. For instance, each computation task may involve a number of discreet computation nodes for big data applications. Furthermore, during a certain computation task, the involved computation nodes can be changed via scheduling strategies [29]. Considering the complexity of structure and interaction activities for big data, the modeling and performance evaluation of big data applications require specialized knowledge. For instance, in [30], Structured Infrastructure for Multi-formalism modeling and Testing of Heterogeneous formalisms and Extensions for SYStems (SIMTHESys) was defined as a new framework for big data modeling. In addition, SIMTHESys [31] is the modeling framework that is designed to adapt the rapid and randomly changing system models [32]. Other modeling frameworks were proposed as well, including AToMe [33], OsMoSys [34], and Mobius [35].

3) THE CONVERGENCE OF BIG DATA AND OTHER TECHNOLOGIES

Big data is the fundamental source/input for Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning. In the big data era, the vast number of datasets feed those technologies to obtain meaningful results. Nonetheless, the ability to randomly access vast amounts of data momentarily and with agility is a challenging issue for designing effective big data applications [36]. In addition, instead of working with limited sample sets of data in statistics fields and data analysis sciences, as in the past, big data allows scientists to access and analyze unlimited datasets. The result is obviously improved analyses, due to massively increased sample sizes of big datasets, as well as more variety and detail in sources and sensors. This is the reason why a number of organizations have transitioned from experiential-based analytics strategy to a big data-based strategy. Organizations are able to develop their own applications to fit their unique requirements. Furthermore, during the analysis processing, the redundant or unnecessary data can be filtered out. This refines the source data, and the datasets become consolidated. Running refine loop constantly, datasets can be analyzed via “analytical sandboxes” and big data “centers of excellence”, and can also improve the flexibility of data management [36].

Machine learning techniques, such as deep learning, are viable approaches to exploiting the value of big data [37]. Machine learning is driven by big data sources, is suitable for large, complex datasets that change rapidly, and can be further improved through the assistance of cloud and edge computing infrastructures [38]. Unlike traditional analysis techniques, machine learning is capable of thriving on growing datasets. In this way, the more data is fed into a machine learning system, the more it can learn, leading to results with higher quality. Thus, merging big data and machine learning can help organizations improve the extraction of business value from their own datasets and expand their big data application analytics capacity.

D. VALUE FROM BIG DATA

Big data is now the most important resource of the data technology era. To trade or share data resources, how to evaluate the commercial value for those datasets is a fundamental issue. Furthermore, capturing and mining value from datasets can further increase the value of data. To determine commercial value from big data, we need to define what is the commercial value of a dataset. As we discussed previously, the most commonly cited definition of big data is proposed by Gartner (2012): “Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing for enhanced insight and decision making [39].” Although this is a usable characterization of big data, this definition is not clear enough to give us an explicit distinction and scale from high to low value. Using this definition, we cannot measure the value of a dataset. Thus, an evaluation-based definition is necessary for capturing data value.

Obviously, collecting and storing large amounts of data is not the goal for all companies and organizations. Yet, they are all interested in analyzing the data to extract and create actual commercial value [40]. Davenport [41] listed a number of real and anecdotal examples of how organizations design strategies for using collected datasets and mine value from those datasets. Furthermore, a comprehensive research from [42] indicated that data-driven decision making could lead to better performance over other decision-making methods in terms of productivity and profitability. There are a number of studies [43]–[45] on identifying the issues of how big data analytics creates commercial value, and where
commercial value from big data can be obtained. Based on the systematic study, there are two main aspects of big data, from which commercial value for organizations can be created. The first is in the ability of big data to be used to improve and optimize current business processes, services and practices. The second is in the development of new business models, products, and practices that can be developed and innovated from the analysis of big data. Thus, capturing value from big data needs to identify the relationships between business models and the big data analyzed.

Data mining is one of common methods to capture value from datasets. Nonetheless, there are some challenges involved with the application of data mining for big data. The first challenge focuses on data accessing and computing procedures. Due to the distributed storage systems and the volume of continuously growing data, the computing platform must have the ability to handle the distributed and large-scale data storage. Most data mining algorithms require loading of all the necessary data into main memory, which is obviously a technical challenge in the case of big data, since moving data from the distributed storage system is expensive [46]. The second challenge is the various big data applications. More specifically, applications exist in different domains, with different data privacy and data sharing schemes between the data owners and consumers. The third challenge is designing effective machine learning and data mining algorithms. The learning and mining algorithms have to handle the difficulty of large volumes, and distributed, complex and dynamic data characteristics [46].

III. BIG DATA LIFECYCLE

We now define the big data lifecycle, separated into five stages. Based on this lifecycle, we outline challenges related to key stages, such as data pricing, data trading, and data protection. Figure 2 illustrates the detailed stages of the big data lifecycle.

- **Stage 1 (Data Collection):** Data collection is the first stage of the big data lifecycle. With the development of smart devices and IoT, it becomes easier to collect useful data everywhere. There are three steps for data collection: (i) Gather data, different types of data are collected via different collection methods and all raw data is stored by the data owners. (ii) Clean data, after collection, the data owner needs to pre-process the raw data, remove the noise, and sort the different types of data into reasonable groups. For instance, the unstructured data and structured data will be separated for further processing. (iii) Verify data, to make sure that the original data is usable and makes sense, data verification is necessary. In addition, sample data will be randomly selected and to check the usability.

- **Stage 2 (Data Analytics):** Data analytics is the second stage of the big data lifecycle. After the collection and pre-processing of the raw datasets, data analytics supported by machine learning and data mining techniques is the most important stage to extract commercial value from the datasets. In addition, approximately 74% of information technology organizations use at least one of the advanced analytics methods mentioned [47]. There are numerous benefits of data analytics, including social influence marketing (61%), customer-based marketing (41%), and opportunities of sales marketing (38%) [48].

- **Stage 3 (Data Pricing):** As the datasets have clear commercial value, data pricing models and methods are chosen after data analysis has been applied. In this stage, the data owners give each dataset a reasonable price in order to push those datasets into digital markets. The factors that affect the price include the data size and customers demands, among others. The owners can use various data pricing models to evaluate the datasets and obtain the best profit.

- **Stage 4 (Data Trading):** Data trading is the fourth stage of the big data lifecycle, and must be considered as distinct from traditional goods trading. Data as a kind of digital commodity, needs an appropriate market and trading methods. To trade data safely, fairly, and obtain the best profit, the design of effective data trading schemes, such as auctions, is important.

- **Stage 5 (Data Protection):** The last stage of the big data lifecycle is data protection. After data is traded, it is necessary to protect the copyright of the data and the data owner’s legal rights. This is also an indispensable stage for the closed loop of the big data lifecycle.

There have been a number of research efforts devoted to Data Collection and Data Analytics. Thus, in this paper, we instead focus on the remaining stages. Thus, in the following sections, we will further study Data Pricing, Data Trading, and Data Protection. To be specific, for data pricing, we review existing data pricing models, categorize these pricing models, discuss the pros and cons of the models, and outline challenges and future research in Section IV. Then, with respect to data trading, we present the challenges of data trading platforms and schemes, discuss related issues, and outline challenges and future research in Section V. Finally, in regard to data protection, we study existing copyright
TABLE 1. Characteristics of data market structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Market share rate</th>
<th>Price determination</th>
<th>Competition</th>
<th>Profit</th>
<th>Fairness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td>Some vendors share the market</td>
<td>Have ability to control the price</td>
<td>Weak competition</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Relatively fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligopoly</td>
<td>Very few vendors share the market</td>
<td>Strong ability to control the price</td>
<td>No competition</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Not fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong competition</td>
<td>Low market share rate</td>
<td>Have no ability to control the price</td>
<td>Malignant competition</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. DATA PRICING MODEL

Big data continues to grow exponentially. Accompanied by the growth of big data and the development of big data-driven applications, the data itself becomes more valuable. As we mentioned above, data mining and machine learning processes can generate commercial value from the datasets, based on sufficient and comprehensive data samples. Thus, big data becomes a new kind of data asset, which consequently needs an effective and fair method for evaluation and pricing. In this section, we first review existing data pricing models. We then categorize the outlined pricing models and discuss the pros and cons of each.

A. PRINCIPLE OF DIGITAL COMMODITY PRICING

Data can be considered as a kind of digital commodity to be bought and sold in the market. Early research of physical goods trading in economics shows that the differentiation of price point for physical goods is dominated by the feature differentiation of the product line. This model was proposed by Mussa and Rosen [49] in 1978 and named Vertical Segmentation or Quality Segmentation. In this model, the consumers obviously prefer a higher quality commodity to a lower quality commodity, since it has the same price. In order to satisfy different consumers, the producers usually provide various product lines with different quality levels of products. Generally speaking, the producers have to consider both incremental cost and quality dependent cost to make decisions for the differentiation of the products. For example, in information technology product firms, different levels of product with different prices are commonly offered, and the available prices cover most price points from high to low. Like the research in physical commodity trading, people pay more attention to the quality differentiation for digital and information goods. Thus, the version-based strategy is one common way to determine the price of a digital commodity.

Furthermore, for physical commodity production, the re-production cost is part of the prime cost that needs to be considered. On other hand, for digital commodity productions, there is almost zero cost for re-production (version control, integrity check, maintenance, and others). Thus, the factors of commercial price measurement for a digital commodity is developing cost, collocation or analytics cost, and maintenance cost. Meanwhile, to satisfy different consumers, the price of a digital commodity also needs differentiation. For instance, raw or pre-processed climate record datasets can be re-packaged into several levels of products by using different precision, time frequency, and others. These datasets with different prices and features can satisfy various consumer needs. Based on the study of current big data pricing strategies, we categorize the existing pricing strategies into different groups.

B. DATA MARKET STRUCTURES

As we know, the market structures determine the price in the trading of physical goods, and the same holds true for the data market, in which those structures likewise affect data price. Thus, summarizing data market structures is the first step for data pricing. We organize the market structures in Table 1.

In monopoly structures, the same dataset is future analyzed or produced by different monopolists. In other words, the various qualities and levels of commodities are produced based on the same original dataset, we call a data commodity. To do this, the monopolists have enough power to increase the profits for data commodities. Commonly, instead of setting a single price for all data commodities, those monopolists set different price points depending on the qualities and details of the data commodities in order to satisfy the demands for different levels from consumers. This strategy is defined as price discrimination [50]. Nonetheless, the monopolists usually conceal those tricks first, and try to investigate the preferences of consumers. In the data market, monopolists often set a price as a reference and monitor the reactions from consumers. Depending on this reference, and slight increases and decreases to price, this method enables monopolists to subdivide the demand models and price functions. Conversely, this also pushes the profits of the data commodity to maximum.

In competition, most monopolists lose their market positions, and only a few winners survive. Those winners mostly control the market resources, and this results in an oligopoly structure. Particularly, in the data market, original datasets only belong to a few owners. To this end, the data owners have strong abilities to control the machine learning and data mining process, market price, competition, and opportunities. Thus, the data owners achieve maximum profits in the data market. Nonetheless, this data market structure is diseased, and it is impossible to make the data market flourish. Oligopolies critically affect consumer demands and the services of providers. In addition, lack of competition makes the data market sluggish.

protection technologies, illustrate the benefits and drawbacks of some existing schemes, and outline the challenges and future research for data copyright protection for traded big data in Section VI.

Furthermore, for physical commodity production, the re-production cost is part of the prime cost that needs to be considered. On other hand, for digital commodity productions, there is almost zero cost for re-production (version control, integrity check, maintenance, and others). Thus, the factors of commercial price measurement for a digital commodity is developing cost, collocation or analytics cost, and maintenance cost. Meanwhile, to satisfy different consumers, the price of a digital commodity also needs differentiation. For instance, raw or pre-processed climate record datasets can be re-packaged into several levels of products by using different precision, time frequency, and others. These datasets with different prices and features can satisfy various consumer needs. Based on the study of current big data pricing strategies, we categorize the existing pricing strategies into different groups.

B. DATA MARKET STRUCTURES

As we know, the market structures determine the price in the trading of physical goods, and the same holds true for the data market, in which those structures likewise affect data price. Thus, summarizing data market structures is the first step for data pricing. We organize the market structures in Table 1.

In monopoly structures, the same dataset is future analyzed or produced by different monopolists. In other words, the various qualities and levels of commodities are produced based on the same original dataset, we call a data commodity. To do this, the monopolists have enough power to increase the profits for data commodities. Commonly, instead of setting a single price for all data commodities, those monopolists set different price points depending on the qualities and details of the data commodities in order to satisfy the demands for different levels from consumers. This strategy is defined as price discrimination [50]. Nonetheless, the monopolists usually conceal those tricks first, and try to investigate the preferences of consumers. In the data market, monopolists often set a price as a reference and monitor the reactions from consumers. Depending on this reference, and slight increases and decreases to price, this method enables monopolists to subdivide the demand models and price functions. Conversely, this also pushes the profits of the data commodity to maximum.

In competition, most monopolists lose their market positions, and only a few winners survive. Those winners mostly control the market resources, and this results in an oligopoly structure. Particularly, in the data market, original datasets only belong to a few owners. To this end, the data owners have strong abilities to control the machine learning and data mining process, market price, competition, and opportunities. Thus, the data owners achieve maximum profits in the data market. Nonetheless, this data market structure is diseased, and it is impossible to make the data market flourish. Oligopolies critically affect consumer demands and the services of providers. In addition, lack of competition makes the data market sluggish.
In the case of the strong competition structure, the selling price should approach the marginal cost, which increases the market transparency. It brings numerous benefits to consumers, such as lowering prices and generating better services. Nonetheless, in the long term, this structure can cause problems. Because all competitions lead to less profit, and in order to sell more commodities in a strong competition structure, owners have to reduce the selling price as much as they can. This definitely reduces the owner’s benefit and hence decreases the number of competitors. Especially relevant to the data market, the strong competition structure usually appears in emerging markets. Those new fields have a lower threshold for entering the market. Thus, many owners swarm the field with homogeneity and inferior quality products, and there is, in reality, no competitiveness. Thus, only a decreased selling price provides an efficient method to provide competitiveness to the data commodities. The competitive price-cutting will lead to cut-throat competition and shrink the market.

C. DATA PRICING STRATEGIES

Commonly, considering costs is the only rule for pricing a commodity, especially for digital commodities. In fact, only considering cost is a common defect, and should be just one factor of reasonable pricing. A mature pricing strategy will be the primary factor for maximizing profit rather than reducing cost. Thus, selecting an appropriate pricing strategy is also important. There are a number of ways to identify the pricing strategies utilized by different producers or companies. For example, Muschalle et al. [50] organized the different types of data pricing strategies into the following six main categories for the data market.

- **Free Data Strategy** is the publishing data online or to share in public storage, and trading is not the goal for free data. For instance, data samples, low-accuracy data, and public databases are examples of free data. Free data can attract some potential customers who hesitate to purchase the complete datasets and stimulate consumption. Meanwhile, free data pricing model has the flexibility. Based on the requirements, the owners are able to adjust the free data strategy to other pricing strategies in order to maximize the profits for the owners.

- **Usage-Based Pricing Strategy** refers to a measurement that counts the data stream usage and service time. This strategy is involved for some primary market actions. For instance, initially, mobile phone carriers sold data service based on usage for each user. The companies count data usage and calculate the price each month. Similarly, network providers offered Internet service to users, counting the service time and calculating the price. In recent years, service providers have merged data usage and service time together, which changes the price dynamically. They consider both peak time and usage together, which is more reasonable for pricing data and service.

- **Package Pricing Strategy** is an enhanced usage-based pricing strategy. Some vendors such as T-mobile, Verizon, etc., provide a data package plan with a fixed price [51], [52]. The package pricing strategy is established based on a number of research efforts and data collected on the usage-based pricing strategy. To maximize the profit for vendors, additional efforts need to be performed, including user usage analytics, peak time monitoring, network traffic control, and others. Depending on the research results, the vendors can create a reasonable pricing model for their digital commodities and services. Package pricing optimization is currently a highly active research topic.

- **Flat Pricing Strategy** is the simplest pricing strategy. In this strategy, time is the only parameter, and the vendor simply considers selling each digital commodity once. This pricing strategy is commonly used in software licenses and hosting. In addition, using flat pricing strategy is convenient for vendors in predicting expected profits, and developing future plans and activities. Nonetheless, the flat pricing lacks flexibility and diversity for consumers.

- **Two-Part Tariff Strategy** is a combination of package pricing and flat pricing strategies. In this scenario, consumers need to pay two parts of the total price. The first is the flat fee for software licenses, and the second is the constant service and data support. This strategy is broadly used by network service providers, mobile phone carriers, software companies, and others. These companies sell their digital products with a fixed price at first, and in addition, the second part includes the service fee, update fee, or data usage beyond the fixed packages.

- **Freemium Strategy** is a new strategy heavily utilized by many vendors in recent years. The main idea of this pricing strategy is providing the basic products or limited service to consumers for free. Meanwhile, the vendors also provide additional value of service (premium service) to the consumers at a cost. The pricing strategy for premium service can be any of the strategies listed above. This strategy is often adopted by small companies, such as small developers on the Apple and Google Play stores. They upload their products to the store as free to download. Nonetheless, the full functional version requires additional fees to unlock.

Given the strategies outlined above, designing a pricing model for data commodities requires consideration of both data market structures and data pricing strategies. Some existing data pricing models consider only market structures, such as auction, cost-based pricing, and others, while others involve a distributed data storage structure (cloud computing, edge computing, etc.) and IoT for assistance. We discuss these in further detail below.

D. DATA PRICING MODELS

The primary factors of data pricing are the cost of data collection, the cost of data analysis, the cost of data management,
and the demand of consumers. After the market structures and pricing strategies illustrated above, Figure 3 categorizes the pricing models into two main groups: (i) Economic-Based Pricing Model, and (ii) Game Theory-Based Pricing Model. In the following, we first present key factors and challenges of data pricing, and then describe data price models in detail.

1) MAIN FACTORS AND CHALLENGES OF DATA PRICING

Data, as a unique type of commodity, has a number of characteristics not found in common physical commodities. Thus, the following are challenges for pricing a digital dataset.

- **Diverse Data Sources**: Along with billions of smart personal devices and sensors, IoT-driven smart systems have become major infrastructures that contribute data to the collection process. The diverse devices and associated deployment costs can pose significant challenges to evaluating collection costs. Meanwhile, the collected data has various types, and is difficult to classify and evaluate. Furthermore, how to motivate owners of those devices to contribute and share the collected data is an added challenge.

- **Complexity of Data Management**: Big data creates a huge data volume that is constantly increasing. Thus, how to manage (analyze, store, update, etc.) the data is another challenge for data pricing. In reality, there is a large cost for maintaining big data. From a technical perspective, most big data is stored in cloud or edge storage, and maintaining the storage and data usability, and securing the data incurs high costs. Those processes are also difficult to evaluate and price. Meanwhile, raw data needs to be analyzed before it is usable. Developing efficient applications to analyze datasets is also the factor for the evaluation of data pricing.

- **Diversity of Data**: In order to sell datasets, vendors usually process the raw data to satisfy various demands. This approach raises a number of complex issues for pricing evaluation. For instance, an original dataset needs to be re-produced and divided into different levels of various volumes, precisions, and types. Then, how to evaluate the price of those different commodities remains a challenging issue.

There are a number of studies on how to handle these challenges. For instance, IoT provides the most important network infrastructure for data collection, as billions of devices run automatically and constantly collect data across various domains. Thus, to quantify the cost for data collection, and handle diverse data sources, we need to understand how IoT works, and encourage all components to provide better performance in IoT [1], [53]–[55]. To encourage sensors to upload data and achieve better profits for the sensor owners, an appropriate pricing model has become more critical. Introducing pricing mechanisms is one viable approach to encourage attendees to contribute their own data. Pricing mechanisms adjust price and payment schedule to guarantee the enough scale of participants and improve the data service, data accuracy, and data coverage.

There are several different pricing strategies for evaluating cost according to the different scenarios [56]. The most common strategy is economic-based pricing, which establishes the price model based on economic principles. The second strategy is game theory-based pricing. In such a strategy, the model considers the price to be affected via competition, and is dynamic.

2) ECONOMIC-BASED PRICING MODEL

Economic-based pricing models are based on economic principles. In the following, we present the details of classical economic concepts for data pricing.

- **Cost Model**: It considers the total cost for any commodities and sets a ratio of the total cost as the profit [57]. We assume \( I \) as the desired income, \( C \) as the total cost, and \( p \) as the percentage of profit. The Equation \( I = C(1 + p) \) represents the relationship between cost and income. The cost typically includes fixed and variable costs for the commodities. Generally speaking, fixed costs are resource costs, equipment costs, energy consumption, and others. The variable costs include labor costs, development costs, and others. The advantage of this pricing model is its simplicity, as it only considers internal factors to determine the selling price [58]. On the other hand, no external factors are involved, such as competition and demand, which are disadvantageous to this pricing model [59].

- **Consumer Perceived Model**: Since the cost-based pricing model is easy to imitate and copy by competitors, for a long term view, the vendors need to consider the feedback from consumers. Especially for digital commodities, there are almost zero re-produce costs. Thus, using the perceived pricing model is more reliable. The consumer perceived price is determined by the price, which all the consumers are willing to pay. Harmon et al. [60] proposed five main factors to affect the data pricing, represented by \( P_v = (v_p, v_c, v_m, v_s, v_e) \).
Here, \( v_p \) represents the performance based on the feedback data from consumers. The key factor is utility, and the utility is the satisfaction measurements for the consumers, who purchase the commodities or services. Thus, in the digital market field, this is the most important factor for the vendors to determine the price accuracy that satisfies the consumers. In addition, \( v_c \) is the market environment factors that could affect the behaviors of the consumers, \( v_m \) is the motivations of a consumer who is willing to purchase digital commodities, \( v_s \) is the supplier value, which represents the credit of the vendors and the main feedback from consumers, and \( v_e \) represents economic value, which depends on the demands of consumers, and the perception of price from consumers.

- **Supply and Demand Model:** The relationship between supplier and consumer is part of the commercial model. Depending on the relationship, the markets can determine the price for commodities. In the economics field, the supply and demand function is used to represent this relationship. In a market, denote \( P \) as the price of a commodity and \( Q \) as the quantity of a commodity. Thus, we have two linear functions for documenting this relationship. Equation \( P = a - b \cdot Q_s \) is the supply function, and \( P = c - d \cdot S \) is the demand function. Here, \( a, b, c, \) and \( d \) are the coefficients, and \( b > d \) [61]. Based on those two equations, we could establish a relationship between supply and demand, shown in Figure 4. As shown in the figure, the orange line represents supply function and green line represents demand function. The actions between vendors and consumers are balanced conditions. As we can see from the figure, the orange line has a higher slope than the green line, and therefore there must be an intersection. This intersection is the balanced condition for vendors and consumers. At this point, we obtain \( P \) from Equation: \( \frac{P - a}{b} = \frac{Q}{a} \), and \( Q \) from Equation: \( a - b \cdot Q_s = c - d \cdot Q_d \). There are two basic characteristics for this model [62]: (i) this is a consistent action between vendors and consumers, since the commodity is flowed into the market, and (ii) the vendors and consumers cannot change this process, and the decision making process is determined by the market. Thus, this model guarantees fairness in the market.

- **Differential Pricing Model:** In order to satisfy the various demands of commodities, the vendors should provide various commodities with different characteristics. The differential pricing model considers the difference between those commodities and provides different prices. For instance, the high accuracy data package should have a higher price than a low accuracy data package, and a full function digital application should also have a higher price than a demo version application.

- **Dynamic Data Pricing (Smart Data Pricing) Model:** This is a special case for the differential pricing model to avoid peaks in demand and data flow. It is also called the smart data pricing model (SDP). The dynamic data pricing model monitors the market and evaluates whether the system is busy or idle. Depending on the evaluation, the price of the digital commodities can be dynamically adjusted so that the resources of vendors and money of consumers can be saved. Furthermore, there are two main mechanisms to achieve this goal. The first is time-based pricing, and the second is usage-based pricing. For the time-based pricing mechanism, the price will be changed over time. For instance, the network provider usually offers a lower data price at night to encourage consumers to use network service during off-peak hours, and discourage use during peak demand. In the same way, the usage-based pricing mechanism will vary the pricing according to data usage. For instance, a supplemental usage-based data plan provided by a network provider is implemented once the usage exceeds the original flat data plan. Thus, it will encourage the demand of purchasers to reside within a fixed or planned window and discourage consumers from exceeding the predetermined limit.

3) **GAME THEORY-BASED PRICING MODEL**

Game theory is a useful method used in the fields of pricing and markets, especially in pricing data commodities. In the following, we first introduce three different game theory schemes that are used for data pricing models: (i) Non-cooperative game, (ii) Stackelberg game, and (iii) Bargaining game. Then, we discuss how to use those game theory schemes in pricing digital data commodities.

a: **Non-cooperative game**

In a non-cooperative game, all participants are assumed to not cooperate with each other. To illustrate the detail of a non-cooperative game, there are some terminologies: (i) **Player** is the individual who participates and makes decisions in a game. (ii) **Payoff** is the real profit or utility, and represents the expected result for a player. (iii) **Rationality** describes a condition in which all players want to maintain their individual maximum profit during the game process. (iv) **Strategy**...
is the finite actions that are operated by the player, and each player’s strategy can be different. The payoff result will be affected not only by one play, but also by others [63].

Luong et al. [56] and Yaïche et al. [64] designed a pricing model to evaluate IoT sensing data. In the model, all vendors sell their data in a competitive manner, and they define this model as non-cooperative game. The vendors act in the role of players, and they determine the pricing strategy. Denote \((V, \pi)\) as a \(n\) players (sellers) game, where \(V_i\) represents the pricing strategies used by player \(i\). The \(V\) is the Cartesian product of each strategy sets: \(V = V_1 \times V_2 \times \cdots \times V_n\), and \(\pi_i\) is the vector that represents the payoff for seller \(i\). We set \(v_i\) as the pricing strategy for player \(i\). Then, we obtain the vector of strategies \(\bar{v} = (v_1, v_2, v_3, \ldots, v_n)\) for the number of \(n\) players. Meanwhile, we also obtain a vector \(\bar{v}_i\), that represents all the chosen pricing strategies without the pricing strategy, which is chosen by player \(i\). Thus, \(\bar{v}_i = (v_1, \ldots, v_{i-1}, v_{i+1}, \ldots, v_n)\).

The relationship between those three factors is that player \(i\) uses a given pricing strategy \(\bar{v}_i\) in order to achieve the payoff \(\pi\). The Nash equilibrium of \(V\) represents the condition, in which none of the players can improve his/her profit by only changing his/her own pricing strategy without other players changing their pricing strategy. The inequality was given by [65] \(\pi_i(v_i, v_i) \geq \pi_i(v_i, \bar{v}_i)\).

From this inequality, we know that the players in the Nash equilibrium have no motivation to change their pricing strategy, because it would result in a worse payoff. Thus, achieving the Nash equilibrium is the only way to solve the problem. Notice that there is no Nash equilibrium in some conditions, and sometimes there is more than one Nash equilibrium in the opposite. Thus, to find the Nash equilibrium and the game only has one Nash equilibrium is the necessary and sufficient condition for using the non-cooperative game to price the datasets.

**b: Stackelberg game**

In the non-cooperative game model, all players must publish a pricing strategy, and the pricing strategy is transparent. Nonetheless, this is not always true in the real digital market, as the players cannot compute the Nash equilibrium. Thus, they cannot price the digital commodities. Instead, the players need to wait until some other players announce their pricing strategy. For instance, when the mobile carriers sell them the data plan, they obviously need to consider the price from their competitors. Thus, the later a mobile carrier announces its pricing strategy, the better performance is. This is a typical Stackelberg game model [66].

Haddadi and Ghasemi [67] proposed a Stackelberg game model to protect the players who announce their pricing strategy. It defines two positions, the leader and follower. Assume there are two players in a market, and \(V_1\) and \(V_2\) are the pricing strategy sets for player 1 and 2. If player 2 announces \(V_2\) first, then player 2 will be the leader and player 1 will be the follower. Using this proposed Stackelberg game, they proved that the leader could obtain a better payoff than in using other models. Notice that involving the Stackelberg game into the digital market can maximize the payoff for all the players, and especially for the leaders [68]. In addition, existing studies showed the use of the Stackelberg game model in spectrum trading and resource allocation [69], and could improve network performance and robustness in IoT systems [70].

**c: Bargaining game**

The last scheme is the Bargaining game. This game theory refers to a condition in which the vendors and consumers reach an agreement, and to achieve this agreement, the vendors and consumers need to negotiate. Considering this process in a simple digital market, the trade only occurs when the vendors and consumers agree on the selling price for a certain commodity.

In a pricing model that was proposed by [71], denote \(r_c\) as the reserved price that ensures an acceptable payoff/profit for the vendor. Similarly, the consumer also provides \(r_c\) as the reserved price for the consumer, who is willing to purchase. Meanwhile, similar to the other game theories, both vendors and consumers submit their pricing strategy \(P_c\) and \(P_v\). Then, the vendors are able to determine the selling price strategy \(P_v^*\) from the expected profit \(\pi_v(P_v, r_c)\) when \(\pi_v(P_v^*, r_c) \geq \pi_v(P_v, r_c)\). Just like the consumers, they are able to determine the consumption price strategy \(P_c^*\) from the expected profit \(\pi_c(P_c, r_c)\) when \(\pi_c(P_c^*, r_c) \geq \pi_c(P_c, r_c)\). Then, the vendors and consumers will compare \(P_v^*\) and \(P_c^*\). If \(P_v^* > P_c^*\), the negotiations need to continue. Otherwise, if \(P_v^* \leq P_c^*\), a Bargaining game is enacted and the selling pricing \(P\) will be \(P = kP_v^* + (1 - k) \cdot P_c^*\), where \(0 \leq k \leq 1\). Finally, we obtain the Nash bargain equilibrium at the price set \((P_v^*, P_c^*)\).

Since the Bargaining game is a proper scheme to a complex negotiation condition, it is often used to improve the performance of the data auction process [72], network resource auction and sharing [73], and energy efficiency management [74].

Finally, based on our study, we organize the existing data pricing models in Table 2.

To summarize, in this section we have provided a comprehensive overview of data pricing and reviewed major concepts related to big data pricing such as the principle of digital commodity pricing, data market structures and data pricing strategies. We have also reviewed economic-based pricing models and game theory-based pricing models in detail. Nonetheless, the models for big data are relatively few, and most state-of-the-art pricing models have been investigated for traditional goods. As future research directions, more efforts should be conducted in the big data science for understanding different types of data and the design of proper models to realize the exact values for different kinds of data users.

**V. BIG DATA TRADING**

Data pricing and data trading are complementary processes. Since data has a commercial price, data markets and data trading schemes become effective ways to assist the data
TABLE 2. Data pricing models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td>Economic-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Information Entropy</td>
<td>Reduce uncertainty by reducing the information entropy to avoid the interference from uncertain data content</td>
<td>Define five tuples parameters for data and reduce the uncertainty information entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[75]</td>
<td>Strong competition</td>
<td>Economic-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Gaussian Process</td>
<td>Capture the uncertain contents of source data</td>
<td>Create a trading market, and simulate the trading process. Then, use statistics approach and Gaussian process to analyze the data trading and maximum profit process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[76]</td>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td>Economic-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Max-Flow problem</td>
<td>Improve the transparency of data price</td>
<td>Propose a Generalized Chain Queries and obtain the price by computing the time complexity of GCQ query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[77]</td>
<td>Strong competition</td>
<td>Game Theory-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Stackelberg Game-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Use pricing incentives method to improve the Quality of Service (QoS) and encourage upload data for the sensors</td>
<td>Set a bundle with data and service; use Stackelberg game to encourage the service and negotiate the data price with consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td>Economic-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Alternate optimal multi-step pricing scheme</td>
<td>Compute the most closest pricing in case of fallacies</td>
<td>Propose a general framework to compute the profit for a licensed datasets pricing and consider with Willingness to Pay (WTP) of consumer side, and then obtain the maximizing profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[78]</td>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td>Economic-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Economic-Based schemes</td>
<td>Create the differential digital product</td>
<td>Calculate the differentiation of digital product and create the “differential delay”, then, pricing the digital product depends on the differentiations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[79]</td>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td>Game Theory-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Stackelberg Game-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Use concave increasing function and Stackelberg game to maximize the profit of datasets</td>
<td>Create a digital market model with sensors, datasets, and consumers and use Stackelberg game model to obtain the maximum profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80]</td>
<td>Strong competition</td>
<td>Economic-Based Pricing and Auction-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Economic-based schemes and Bargaining game</td>
<td>Calculate the cost and build economic model</td>
<td>Build the economic model to analyze and calculate the cost of a certain datasets, and then, use Bargaining game to confirm price of the datasets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[81]</td>
<td>Oligopoly</td>
<td>Economic-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Statistics and Machine learning (Time-Dependent Pricing based on K-Nearest Neighbor (TDP-KNN) algorithm pricing algorithm and Time-Dependent Pricing based on Transition Rules (TDP-TR) pricing algorithm)</td>
<td>Collect the usage of a certain dataset</td>
<td>Use machine learning (TDP-KNN algorithm) to collect and analyze the usage of some datasets and calculate the future usage expectation, and then, price the data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[82]</td>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td>Economic-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Genetic algorithm</td>
<td>Design an assessment methods for exist data product and obtain its multi-dimensionality and dimensions</td>
<td>Create a data-pricing tow level programming model depends on the quality and the profit, and using genetic algorithm solves the model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[83]</td>
<td>Strong competition</td>
<td>Economic-Based Pricing</td>
<td>Snowballing Algorithm</td>
<td>Design the market rule and the pricing models</td>
<td>Design a market model to create the selling database, and analyze the database</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pricing and sharing process. In addition, the value of data motivates a number of studies such as the design of data trading technologies to ensure that the data trading process is fair, secure, and efficient. In this section, we systematically study data trading schemes and platforms, and related issues.

A. THE MAIN PURPOSE OF BIG DATA TRADING
Since the volume of data is growing immensely, and IoT technology is progressing at a similar pace, massive datasets with comprehensive content and detail become increasingly valuable. The main purpose or benefits of trading big data can be separated into two aspects. On one hand, the data...
trading process shall maximize profits for data owners. On the other hand, this process shall also satisfy the demands of consumers for massive data. The consumers can further utilize those datasets to improve their products or services. This is definitely a beneficial process for both owners and consumers.

- **For Data Owners:** Big data is the foundation for the next wave of productivity resolution: Data Technology (DT). Data owners, such as Facebook, Google, Amazon, Tencent, and Alibaba, collect massive data via the services that they provide [84]. Obviously, via the advancements in big data analytics supported by machine learning and data mining techniques, those datasets produce huge value for those owners. For instance, with the assistance of machine learning and data mining techniques, e-commerce companies are able to push commodities on consumers’ wish lists or browsing history. The location-based service providers are able to distinguish the home or work locations for a customer, and provide the best route at the appropriate time. Nonetheless, not all the companies have the ability to collect the demanding data, since collecting huge and comprehensive datasets requires a significant infrastructure investment and long-term efforts. In terms of providing services, stimulating productivity, and maximizing the value of data, the data owners have strong aspirations to trade their own datasets with others.

- **For Data Consumers:** In high-competition environments, information is the key for a company to discover new business opportunities, values, and customers. Nonetheless, a big challenge is where the consumers can obtain the necessary datasets, since they have no ability to collect the data by themselves. To this end, the data consumers have a strong desire to purchase data from the market, and use those valuable datasets to improve their services or products. As an example, based on sufficient information, manufacturers are able to maximally match the requirements for many different consumers with product differentiation, and service providers are able to refine their service plans to improve and target their services to their customers [85]. Thus, data trading is one viable approach to satisfy those needs.

Without data trading, the data remains static, and forms individual information islands. Thus, data trading pushes the data as a dynamic flow, realizing the commercial value of the data, and establishing a win-win market. Indeed, data trading is the general trend for managing big data and a key to the expansion of the big data era. In addition, data trading can stimulate data analytics supported by machine learning, data mining, and other technologies, and provide benefits for both owners and consumers. In the following, we first outline key issues of big data trading, and then present big data markets with supported platforms and trading techniques.

### B. THE ISSUES OF BIG DATA TRADING

Big data trading involves resource trading and allocation via information communication technology. There are abundant research investigations that focus on resource trading and allocation, and leverage various algorithms or game theory schemes to optimize the trading process [86]–[88]. Nonetheless, some issues remain unsolved, including how to ensure the maximum profit for multiple vendors, how to ensure the trading is truthful, how to protect the privacy for both vendors and consumers, and how to establish a trusted trading platform. In the following, we discuss these issues in detail.

1) **Multiple Owners Data Trading**

Most of the research related to data trading has the limitation of only considering a single data owner [18]. Nonetheless, in real-world practice, there are many owners of a commodity in a data market. The challenge, then, is how to quantitatively analyze the ownership for each owner. When there are multiple owners, they are in competition [89]. For instance, if a certain dataset has two owners, both of the owners want to sell the dataset through their own market. Although, the demand is constant, the competition appears. Thus, it is difficult to design the mathematic model to describe these complex requirements. In addition, as we mentioned, the maintenance cost of a data commodity is another important component of the total cost. Big data is usually uploaded and stored in the cloud, and the responsibility for updating, maintenance, and modification is difficult to quantify [90], [91]. Thus, determining and considering the maintenance cost for each owner is critical.

2) **Trading Fairness and Truthfulness**

Much like traditional commodities trading, the most important concern is fairness and truthfulness, which are the fundamental requirements for all trading processes. There are two primary aspects of fairness and truthfulness. The first is between vendors and consumers, and the other is between vendors, consumers and trading organizations [86]. Both of these aspects are challenging for data and digital commodities trading, since all the traded commodities are virtual goods, and all the trading processes are occurring via network, which are “blind” for all the vendors and consumers [92]. To handle this issue, there has been some research focused on establishing a fair trading platform [93]–[97], while others have focused on data commodity based on cryptography-based techniques [98]–[102]. Nonetheless, these proposed schemes all have some limitations. For instance, Delgado-Segura et al. [94] proposed a fair trading market with a fair protocol, and the trading process can be finished or terminated at any time to ensure that there is no loss for both vendors and consumers. Nonetheless, the platform cannot discriminate false information, and only considers one trading process at a time.
3) Privacy Protection

Privacy is an important factor for both vendors and consumers. In the data trading process, some personal information of consumers should be hidden to protect privacy. Similarly, for the data commodities, privacy is obviously important as well. Generally speaking, people use both legal supervision and technical protection, such as copyright law, watermarks, encrypted licenses, and others. Nonetheless, copyright laws only focus on protecting the legal rights of the owner, and cannot protect the privacy of the data directly; they are not preventative. Also, watermarking technologies can only be used as evidence in an investigation to determine misuse. Both of these protection schemes are reactive. Regarding data encryption technologies, ever greater expenditure of computation resources is required to ensure higher privacy demands [103]–[105]. Some investigations have focused on privacy protection. For instance, a minimized design strategy was proposed in [106]. The principle of the proposed strategy is to reduce the risk of privacy leakage by providing the minimum amount of data at each time interval, and further increase the price for larger data packages. Cryptography-based technologies are often implemented for privacy protection. For example, a hiding design strategy was proposed to encrypt and hide a part of the data from the original source [107]. The encryption process can use different efficient encryption technologies, and encrypt data while the owners upload the data to the cloud/edge storage nodes.

4) Third-Party Trading Platform

With the increase in data trading demand, it is difficult or not effective/scalable for data owners establish their own trading platform. Thus, the third-party trading platform becomes a viable way to accomplish this. The data owners entrust the third-party trading platform to sell the data commodities to consumers, similar to trading traditional goods in an online market. Nonetheless, the trustworthiness for the platform is a big risk, since the data commodities incur almost zero cost for duplication. A number of studies proposed schemes to avoid the third-party trading platform from stealing the data commodities or leaking the information by selling the licenses and content separately. More typically, the owner encrypts data commodities and uploads them to the trading platform, and sells the key to the consumer. Thus, only the consumer who purchases the license can decrypt the data commodities.

C. BIG DATA MARKETS

Similar to the traditional markets that are important for trading traditional goods, data trading also needs data markets to support data trading. Notice that data is a virtual item/digital commodity, and has its own characteristics. Thus, to trade data in the market fairly and securely, establishing data markets is essential. There are a number of research works related to data market platforms and the supporting mechanisms. In the following, we discuss data markets in detail.

1) MARKET PLATFORMS

A successful data market, which is necessary to offer both vendors and consumers an optimal experience in selling and purchasing, also needs to protect the privacy of both data commodities and personal information. To meet these requirements, we review some existing schemes.

a: Trading query

Before the customers decide to purchase the datasets, there are many query processes for searching. Nonetheless, the query operations are not free. For instance, the Worldwide Historical Weather in Microsoft Azure Marketplace is $12 for every 100 “transactions”. For this reason, the markets should have an efficient query system to minimize the cost for consumers. For optimizing such queries, a big data learning scheme was proposed by [108]. Nonetheless, the proposed scheme requires rich data statistics. Unfortunately, as data commodities are distinct from traditional goods, there are fewer statistical records in data markets (i.e., no purchase history, no value distribution) and only basic information such as the size and attributes of datasets may be available, which are obviously not enough.

To find an optimal solution to this problem, an optimized learning-based optimizer was proposed in [109]. This optimization scheme could reduce the number of queries in the purchasing process by designing an effective algorithm to reduce the amount of intermediate data. This scheme includes a parser, optimizer, and execution engine. In detail, the parser first obtains the local table information when the consumer registers with data market. Then, the optimizer optimizes the query by loading reference data from the local data table and statistics of the data market information. Finally, the result is sent to the execution engine. After optimization, the scheme can avoid some accesses to the data market to reduce the cost for the consumer.

b: Dynamic trading

Existing data markets often have two limitations. The first is that data markets usually only sell whole datasets, instead of requirement-oriented subsets, and do not support arbitrary querying, as we mentioned above. The second is that data markets typically do not support data update and maintenance, since the original datasets are uploaded by owners, and the data commodities are static. Nonetheless, the data commodities need frequent update, as data is dynamic. Liu and Hacigümüs [110] proposed a dynamic data market framework to solve this problem. In this framework, an online sharing plan selection algorithm was used to ensure the efficiency for maintaining the data commodities’ views. Then, through maintaining the view of data commodities, the commodities were kept updated.

In another study [111], the authors proposed a distributed algorithm with notions from matching game theory in terms of selling the data by demands. The scheme compares the formulated preference functions of vendors and consumers,
captures the requirements of consumers and finds the matching part of a data commodity, and then sells the matching part to the consumers. This scheme supports the self-organization feature for all the participants into a matching table, and ensures the matching process and results dynamically adapt to the demands of consumers. Via the simulation, the results show that, with the use of their proposed scheme, the average utility for every consumer increased by 25% to 50%.

c: Privacy protection
In the data trading process, a critical problem is how to trust a trading platform for both vendors and consumers. Neither the vendors, nor the consumers want to expose sensitive personal information to each other. Generally speaking, cryptography is an efficient way to protect sensitive information, and a number of research has focused on trading data using cryptography-based schemes [86], [102], [112]. For example, Niu et al. [86] proposed a Truthfulness and Privacy preservation in Data Markets (TPDM) mechanism. Particularly, TPDM adopted homomorphic encryption with signatures (identity recognition). It protects the privacy and data confidentiality, while improving batch verification and the data trading process. In contrast to traditional encryption schemes, the identity-based signature component processes the data in cipher-text space. In addition, all the signatures from data owners and consumers are their real identifications, and it prevents against all malicious vendors or adversaries.

2) DATA AUCTION
One of the most popular data trading mechanisms is via the auction process. Generally speaking, an auction is an economically-driven scheme, which aims to allocate commodities and establish corresponding prices through buyers’ and sellers’ bidding process [113]. Auction theory has been well explored in several areas (economic, electricity market, mobile market, and others) [114]–[117]. Due to the capabilities of ensuring fairness and efficiency, auction mechanisms show great potential to address big data trading problems. Before a detailed review of related works on auction theory in the big data market, we introduce basic concepts of the auction mechanism as follows:

- **Bidder**: In the auction process, a bidder is the one who submits the bids and aims to buy commodities in the market. In the big data market, the bidder is typically data consumers (start-up companies who want to investigate an application using a particular dataset, researchers, and others).
- **Auctioneer**: The auctioneer plays the role of an agent who runs the auction process, enacts winner determination, and conducts payments and allocations. In the big data market, an auctioneer can be an agent in the cloud.
- **Seller**: The seller is the owner of the commodities to be bid upon and sold. In a big data market, this includes the utilities (Google, Facebook, etc.) that generate, collect and store large-scale data from different platforms and devices for further sale.

**FIGURE 5. A framework of auction-based big data trading process [118].**

- **Valuations**: In the auction process, buyers and sellers both put valuations on each unit of the commodities that they request or sell. Moreover, the valuations can be greater or lower than the final clearing price, which is determined by the auctioneer in the auction process.
- **Clearing price**: In the auction process, the seller and buyer submit asks and bids. The asks indicate the asking price on the commodity to be sold while bids indicate the bidding price for the requested commodity. A clearing price will be determined by the auctioneer according to the optimization goal, such as social welfare maximization. In other words, the clearing price is the price at which the buyer and seller will make a deal.

a: Data auction models
In the recent past, a vast number of research efforts have been conducted toward auction mechanisms, and their applications tested. It follows, then, that many of these have been applied toward use in big data trading, which has gained in popularity. We now present some typical auction types that have been used in big data trading or have the potential to tackle the trading issues inherent to big data markets. Figure 5 illustrates a typical framework of the auction-based big data trading process [118].

- **One-side Auction**: One-side auctions include forward and reverse auctions [119], [120]. Forward auctions are also denoted as seller-side auctions, in which buyers compete for the commodities of the seller. For example, to enable effective data circulation among data producers and data users, An et al. [118] proposed a Multi-rounds False name Proof forward Auction (MFPA) mechanism, which aims to maximize the social welfare of the data owner and consumer. To defend against false name bidding attacks, the volume of the data is traded in bundle sizes in MFPA. The authors conducted theoretical analysis to prove that the bidders can achieve maximum utility if and only if their bids and asks are
truthfully submitted. In the case of reverse auctions, the sellers compete to sell commodities to buyers. Generally speaking, in big data markets, the reverse auction mechanism is suitable for the situation, in which multiple data owners tend to sell data to one data consumer or data collector.

- **Double Auction**: Double auction [121], [122] is one of the most commonly used auctions in the real-world practice, and has been widely used in the New York Stock Exchange [117], the smart grid [116], [123], and in the mobile market [115]. In the double auction process, multiple buyers and multiple sellers submit bids and asks to the auctioneer. Figure 6 illustrates typical curves of bids and asks from buyers and sellers [123]. Here, the black and red curves indicate the ascending order of asks from sellers and descending order of bids from buyers, respectively. After collecting the bidders’ profiles, the auctioneer matches these bids and asks by the clearing price, as well as payments from the buyers to the sellers. Several related works have been explored to design double auction mechanisms in big data trading markets [87], [124].

For example, to prevent the low trading efficiency that is caused by selfish action, Cao et al. [87] proposed an iterative auction mechanism. This auction mechanism can avoid selfish actions and prevent direct access to private information. The procedure of the iterative auction involves four steps. In the first step, the auctioneer announces the allocations, pricing, and auction rules for the data commodities to all consumers. In the second step, each consumer computes the bidding price in order to maximize the utilities. In the third step, the auctioneer receives the bidding prices and, according to the rule and price, announces the result. Those three steps also exist in common auction processes. The unique aspect of their proposed auction mechanism is the fourth step, based on the prior auction process. In this step, the auctioneer can adjust and re-announce a new starting price and auction rule to start a brand new auction. This iterative auction process encourages consumers to list a reasonable price during the auction process. In addition, in the secondary mobile market, Susanto et al. [124] proposed a McAfee-based double auction mechanism to enable mobile data trading in a heterogeneous and dynamic environment. Their theoretical analysis proved that the proposed double auction scheme is capable of achieving Nash equilibrium and truthfulness.

- **Seal-bid Auction**: In Seal-bid auctions, the buyers privately submit their bids to the auctioneer without knowing the bidding information of other buyers. Unlike conventional auctions, the seal-bid auction is a one-time auction, and leads to non-open competition for the buyers. Seal-bid Auctions have been well explored, and typical examples include the $k^{th}$-price auction [125], [126], VCG auction [127], [128], and McAfee auction [113]. Recall that the $k^{th}$-price auction can be divided into the first price auction and the second price auction. In the first price auction, the winner is the bidder who submits the highest bidding price and would thus pay the highest price to win the auction. In the second price auction, which is also known as Vickrey auction, the winner is the bidder who submits the highest bidding price, while the winner would pay the second highest price to win the auction.

Notice that the first price auction ensures the maximum profit of the seller, while the second price auction induces the buyers to report truthfully, ensuring the fairness of the auction scheme. Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) auction seems to be a generalized form of Vickrey auction. Regarding the McAfee auction, it is an extension of Vickrey auction. Specifically, the buyers and sellers submit private bids to the auctioneer, of the buyers (sellers) whose bidding prices are larger (smaller) than a threshold price, and the winners would pay the highest price that does not win the auction. In the big data market, a few seal-bid auction schemes have been investigated [88], [118]. For example, Jiao et al. [88] proposed an optimal price seal-bid auction market model based on the Bayesian optimal mechanism. First, the data sources are divided into three groups: Crowdsensing data, Social data, and Sensing data. Then, the cost function, satisfaction rate function, and data utility function are defined. Based on those functions, the starting prices of the data commodities are identified. During the Bayesian profit maximization auction process, the valuation distribution function was computed. Based on this function, the most optimal price point and secondary optimal price point were identified. Meanwhile, the optimal size of data that takes from those collectors is identified. Nonetheless, this auction scheme only considers one round of auctions.

- **Combinatorial Auction**: In the big data trading market, the buyers’ demands for data and the sellers’
supply of data are always manifold. Thus, when applying the above-mentioned auction schemes, both buyers and sellers cannot be satisfied by simply rubbing the data together to trade. As a result, the combinatorial auction [129], [130] was designed for such a situation. In a combinatorial auction, the bidders in the market are allowed to bid on combinations and bundles of the commodities. Particularly, the bidders submit bids that contain the combination of a variety of commodities and the price of the combination. The auctioneer then makes the optimal allocation for the bidders according to their bids and asks.

b: Privacy protection in data auction models

An efficient auction scheme tends to induce the bidders to truthfully submit bidding profiles to ensure fairness, as well as achieving social welfare maximization, which is the property of strategy-proofness. In addition, as virtual commodities, data can be transacted only through the Internet during the auction process. Thus, a bidder’s truthful behavior will put them at the risk of releasing private information. This private information is related to the bidder’s preferences on the types of data, the bidder’s active time, their economic situation, and even their geographic location. The release of such information would not only cause economic loss of the bidders, but also threaten the their personal safety. For instance, if the type of data that the user is interested is released, the sellers may increase their valuation, the bidders would suffer from these malicious biddings in the future to the effect that their profit would be damaged. In addition, if a bidder’s active time or their location was released, their personal safety would be seriously threatened by competitors or other malicious actors. In summary, privacy preservation remains a critical issue in big data auction markets. Unfortunately, few research efforts have been carried out in this area.

Nonetheless, a large and extensive body of work has focused on designing privacy preserving auction schemes in other types of auction markets, such as spectrum markets [131]–[133], mobile crowd sensing [134], [135], cloud computing markets [136], and Electrical Vehicle (EV) charging markets [137]. Generally speaking, privacy preserving methods in auction schemes can be divided into three aspects: anonymity [104], [138], [139], cryptocurrencies [112], and perturbation [140], which have the potential to be extended for the preservation of privacy in big data trading markets.

Specifically, anonymity provides an efficient method to protect bidder privacy from the public, such as with auction results. This method simply anonymizes sensitive parts of the public information. Nonetheless, the privacy will be released by attacks (the linkage attack [137], etc.) when applying the anonymity method. Cryptosystems are able to prevent adversaries from invading the auction system to obtain privacy information. One of most common methods in cryptosystems is the homomorphic encryption system, which adds an agent to the auction system to help with the auction process, and ensures that each part of the auction system cannot hold all of a bidder’s private information [112]. Finally, the perturbation method, which includes differential privacy, can be applied when the adversary seeks to infer the bidders’ profiles by comparing the auction results generated by several similar bids [104]. The differential privacy scheme adds random noise to the results of the auction, and ensures that the same bidders’ profiles will not generate the same result of the auction. Therefore, the adversary cannot infer the exact bidders’ profiles.

c: Third-party auction platforms

Based on the growth of data auctions, the data owners will find it hard to build their own auction platforms. Thus, the third-party auction platform is emerging as the primary contender in the data auction field. Security and truthfulness are especially important for third party auction platforms. There are only a few research efforts that focus on auction platform strategies. One privacy-preserving big data auction scheme using homomorphic encryption has been designed. Particularly, the auction platform was designed based on the concept of homomorphic encryption [141] to meet the needs of privacy preservation. In this work, the entire system consists of two entities that are independent of each other: The Auctioneer (AC) and the Intermediate Platform (IP). All sensitive bids are encrypted using a Paillier cryptosystem [142] assisted with a one-time pad. Under this structure, all bids are first received by the Intermediate Platform in the form of ciphertext encrypted using Paillier. These bids will be disguised with a pad before being sent to the Auctioneer. In addition, this design enables the target auction data to be accessible only by the winner of the auction. Finally, a digital signature feature of the Paillier cryptosystem is applied to ensure that the data has not been manipulated, either in transmission, or by a compromised Auctioneer or Platform. This design addresses the issue of privacy protection for data auctions with untrusted third-party auctioneers. While the winner of the auction can be determined by using encrypted bIDDINGS, both the seller and the bidders do not need to worry about the leakage of sensitive information. The processes and algorithms are well designed with an overall time-complexity of $O(n \log n)$, which allows for large-scale deployment. Meanwhile, the structure is proven to be secure against different types of attacks that the participants are concerned about, including fake bids and the situation where the platform is compromised.

To summarize, in this section we have first discussed the main purpose of big data trading from the perspective of data owners and data consumers. We have then outlined the issues of big data trading with respect to multiple owner data trading, trading fairness and truthfulness, privacy protection, and third-party trading platform. Additionally, we have reviewed the big data market platforms and data auction models comprehensively. Nonetheless, designing effective trading platforms and auction models for big data trading remains a challenging issue. Further research efforts are needed to support big data trading, including design of secure...
third-party trading platforms, creation of effective auction models that ensure truthful trading among multiple data owners and consumers, and development of privacy protection mechanisms that ensure sensitive information cannot be inferred by the adversary, among others.

VI. DATA PROTECTION

With the digitization of traditional media growing daily, content is increasingly stored in digital volumes instead of in traditional goods or analog contents (films, newspaper, design drawings, customers information, office documents, etc.). In other words, commodities are changing from practical items to virtual items. In this way, the contents are easily distributed and copied. Thus, data protection emerges as the key provision for securing the ownership of the data. Data pricing, data trading, and data protection comprise a three-dimensional closed loops, which impact each other. To reach the maximum profit for data owners and maximum value of data, data protection is an indispensible part in the loop. In the following, we discuss the last important stage in the big data lifecycle, which is data protection.

A. DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT

The digital rights management (DRM) has been established for the prevention of digital content from being deliberately copied, shared, and stolen, acting more importantly as a guideline in the development of digital copyright protection. In early 2001, W3C established the first DRM group as the standard organization to participate in digital rights management worldwide [143]. There have been various solutions to realize DRM, including XrML Rights Expression Language [144], Microsoft DRM [145], Apple HLS DRM [146], Adobe Flash access DRM [147], RealNetworks Helix DRM [148], and the OMA DRM Specification [149].

All of these DRM solutions require five key components [150]: (i) Security. It focuses on encryption of the content and the creation of hashes, watermarks, and digital signatures for digital content. (ii) Access control. It is responsible for identity and access management, and the provision of credentials for users who need to access the protected digital contents. In addition, this component monitors the behaviors of authorized users, and sets different access rights for different users. (iii) Usage control. It monitors the usage for each authorized user, and records the usage as history. (iv) License management. It releases license (keys, XrML files, authentication code) to authorized users, and controls and checks the lifetime (validity period) for a license. (v) Payment management. This component works with usage control, and calculates the fee that users need to pay. This is the main goal for digital business.

We would like to use Microsoft DRM as an example to explain how DRM works. As shown in Figure 7, an anonymous user tries to access to the content server to play or download some content, which is protected by a DRM server. He/she sends the request to the individualization server first. The server then checks the individualization application on client side devices. If there is an application running, the application will send the license requirement to the DRM server. The individualization application is a client-side DRM software, called individualized black box (IBX). Without this software, the DRM server cannot release the license for decrypting the content. To meet the requirement of IBX, the DRM server releases the encrypted license. In addition, the IBX protects the sensitive information when the user tries to decrypt the license, this kind of process is called individualization. After releasing the license, the DRM server checks the user status. If this is the first time accessing the server, the DRM will ask the user to join the domain. Different domains distinguish the contents and rights of a particular user. This is how DRM realizes access control. Finally, the user is allowed to access the content server, which sends back the content [151].

B. DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT MODELS

Based on different digital contents, we categorize the DRM models into the following three groups: (i) software-based DRM, (ii) multimedia-based DRM, and (iii) unstructured data-based DRM.

1) SOFTWARE-BASED DRM

The most common DRM is software-based DRM, since software is the most widely used application on a computer. Belonging to digital commodities, software is easy to copy and re-produce with zero cost. Thus, software development companies usually design mechanisms to protect copyright and prevent piracy incursion. An optimal DRM mechanism can record installation times and PC identification information, and support multiple installations and hosts.

There are two main approaches that are involved, online authentication and offline authentication. For online authentication, the software checks the Internet connection first while the user starts the installation process. If there is an Internet connection, the software sends an authentication request to the DRM server, as in the common DRM strategy we discussed above. Otherwise, the installation will be
stopped when there is no Internet connection, or will only install a software demo. Offline authentication is more critical than online authentication. Without offline DRM support, the local license file is weak and easy to decrypt. A number of research efforts have focused on offline authentication. For example, Reavis Conner and Rumelt [152] proposed a cost function to measure the complexity of decryption. If the decryption cost is larger than the price that is determined by this function, the software is secure. Barapatre et al. [153] proposed a structure to increase the complexity of decrypting the license file. The model uses code injection and Software Copyrights Protection (SCP) technology with both static and dynamic code to encrypt the license file to protect the original software. The protection Dynamic-Link Library (DLL) layer was introduced between the software layer and the license layer (license file, hardware token management file, library file, etc.). Thus, the user cannot access the authentication information directly.

2) MULTIMEDIA-BASED DRM

Multimedia is the most important component of digital commodities. More than 80% of Internet traffic is dedicated to video content [154]. Thus, a big challenge is how to properly protect the copyrights for multimedia content. Generally speaking, encryption and watermarking technologies are used in this direction. The big difference between software and multimedia (video and audio) is online streaming. Online video and audio supports Real Time Protocol (RTP)/Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) protocols in order to realize online streaming, and in some situations, needs to support group domain authentications (family members, enterprise users, etc.). Commonly, adversaries run malicious clients on hosts to interrupt and monitor the stream to analyze the encryption key. To approach this issue, David and Zaidenberg [155] proposed a scheme using selective video decryption to ensure the security of the content, while reducing the encryption time. In addition, the selective decryption is a variation of efficient video encryption [156], and the proposed algorithm only operates on the sign bits of the transform parameters. Thus, it does not need additional space and the stream encrypted by the algorithm results in a H.264 bit stream. Meanwhile, the scheme pushes the encryption process into a secure environment by confining the access states. For instance, a user is either at the encryption state or the decrypting state, but not in both states, which is forbidden.

In addition, watermarking technology has been widely applied in video and audio DRM [157]–[159]. Embedding a watermark into video content requires the complete decoding of the video content. This is a critical issue, as this process requests a lot of computation resources and reduces the quality of the video [160], [161]. To avoid the increasing complexity of embedding a watermark by an increasing video bit-rate, a blind watermarking algorithm based on the H.264 codec standard was proposed by [162]. Notice that H.264 is the popular high-quality codec standard and is based on motion compensation. The H.264 standard uses few macroblocks to represent the frame, along with each macroblock luma and chroma (Cb and Cr). The watermark algorithm scans the macroblock and selects the optimal prediction model. Thus, according to the characteristics of H.264, the blind watermarking algorithm embeds a watermark right in the selected macroblock, preventing collusion attacks and maintaining the quality of video during the decoding process.

Another watermarking algorithm was proposed in [163], which applies to Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR)-based 3D video content. While traditional watermark systems will either damage the 3D video, cause irreversible deformation, or are easy to attack, the proposed synthesized-unseen watermarking algorithm overcomes these issues. The designed algorithm embeds the watermark into depth maps based on the pseudo-3D-discrete cosine transform (3D-DCT) and quantization index modulation (QIM), and it increases the robustness of the watermark and avoids the damaging of video content. It is worth noting that images are also considered multimedia content, similar to video and audio content, and watermarking technologies are the most common approach to protect copyrights. For image-based watermarking systems, usually Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), Least Significant Bit (LSB), and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) algorithms are used to embed the watermark into a secure key. Furthermore, multiple watermarks are can be imbedded into one image. In addition, watermarking schemes have been used to track anonymous Internet malicious traffic flows for identifying the malicious sources for the purpose of forensics [139], [164], [165].

3) UNSTRUCTURED DATA-BASED DRM

Unstructured data, such as Microsoft Word documents, PDF documents, various databases, source code, and others, are digitalized data, which can be conveniently spread and stored. Nonetheless, it is fragile, and it is very difficult to prevent deliberate replication and tampering with unstructured data. In addition, unstructured data usually has very high commercial value and contains sensitive information, the leaking of which will lead to critical business loss for the data owners. Thus, unstructured data protection is an active topic today, otherwise known as Data Leakage Protection (DLP) [166]. Unstructured data DRM is completely different than other types of DRM, because the data is easy to manipulate and damage. Thus, encryption, as the most secure method, is usually involved to protect unstructured data. Nonetheless, with data size constantly expanding, the encrypting process will continue to cost more and more. For instance, Shi et al. [167] proposed a probabilistic data structure (Bloom Filter)-based protection scheme. This scheme records the status into a Matrix Bloom Filter with a positive or negative tag. The scheme includes an analyzer, which analyzes and scans the content. In comparison with encryption schemes, this scheme demonstrates better performance.

To summarize, in this section we have reviewed three models of digital rights management, and have discussed relevant
existing approaches for each model. The different types of digital content management, namely software-based DRM, multimedia-based DRM, and unstructured data-based DRM, have been well explored. As we can see, digital management techniques serve as the key method to protecting big data from being stolen and copied. Nonetheless, with the rapid increase of digital content and the trade properties of big data, the feasibility of existing data protection schemes and more advanced techniques should be further investigated.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed the issue of big data trading. To be specific, we first reviewed existing research relevant to big data, and identified the big data lifecycle for data trading, including data collection, data analytics, data pricing, data trading, and data protection. Then, we reviewed existing works related to big data pricing. With regard to data pricing, we clarified its importance, categorized different market structures, data pricing strategies, and data pricing models, and then listed the advantages and limitations of each category. For the data trading process, we outlined key issues associated with data trading and their possible solutions. We further investigated auction strategies and detailed different schemes, trading platforms, and related issues. Finally, we investigated data protection as the last stage of the big data lifecycle. We categorized existing copyright protection schemes and outlined the challenges of big data copyright protection. Notice that the main purpose of this survey is to provide a clear and deep understanding of big data trading and data protection, and highlighted areas that remain unresolved, in an effort to further promote the research and development of big data.
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